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(MS) — Whether you’re looking to sell your 
home or simply make improvements, chances are 
finances are a big consideration before you can go 
forward with any project. However, certain DIY 
projects around the house can do wonders to make-
over a home while not breaking the bank, either.

■   Kitchen cabinets. Upgrading the 
kitchen cabinets be a major improvement. While 
it’s rare to recoup the cost of refacing or replacing 
kitchen cabinets, painting them can add some new 
life to the kitchen, a room that is known to leave 
a very lasting impression on prospective buyers. 
While painting isn’t a great longterm solution (so 
it’s not the best option for those who aren’t looking 
to sell), it can be a great short term solution, perfect 
for sellers.

■   the foyer. The foyer is the first room 
any guests or buyers will see when entering your 
home, so it can be a great way to make a good first 
impression. If your foyer is currently linoleum, 
consider installing tile instead. Professionals often 
suggest removing linoleum because it’s less appeal-
ing than a tile floor. Natural stone tiles are a popular 
choice, but also more expensive. Porcelain is a 
cheaper alternative that can look very similar to 
natural stone tiles.

■   the dining room. Homeowners can 
give the dining room a whole new look without 
spending any money on a new dining room set. A 
new overheard fixture in the dining room can dras-
tically change how the room is seen. In general, 
keep the new fixture in line with the rest of the 
home. For example, while you might have dreamt 

about having a large chandelier in your dining 
room, if the rest of the home has more of a log cabin 
feel, this won’t match and will appear out of place. 
Keep the same theme in the dining room that exists 
in the rest of the home.

■   the bathroom. Rather than a com-
plete bathroom renovation, you can save money by 
making minor adjustments. Consider replacing the 
shower curtain with glass doors. A glass-door kit 
can be purchased at a nearby home improvement 
store, and it won’t take much time to install.  ❖

Create Lists
Another way to break down 

tasks is to create lists.  When 
I was pregnant my belly grew 
increasingly uncomfortable and 
my memory shrunk to the size of 
a pea.  I had to write everything 
down.  Within weeks of conceiv-
ing, I had officially become my 
mother!  Lists kept me sensible.  I 
still love to cross- off items, check 
mark them and make additions.  
When I have several projects 
going I grab some printer paper, 
place a project heading on the 
top of each one then go back and 
brainstorm all the to-dos for that 
project heading.  I place all of 
the sheets on a clipboard to keep 
them tidy and accessible.  Your 
list will never end… that’s the 
reality of life, but you will have a 
visual of what you completed and 
that is satisfying. 

Make it Happen
Grab a sheet of paper, write 

your new theme at the top, and 
then brainstorm all the items 
that pertain to your theme.  Next 
grab your 2008 planner and enter 
them into your schedule.  Write 
your theme at the top of each 
month as inspiration.

Now you have a plan! You will 
have a clearer picture of where 
you are going and what you can 
leave behind.  Life is more man-
ageable when it’s broken down 
into smaller pieces, leaving you 
more time to enjoy it.  

Resources:
Inspirational Wall Art  
is available from: 
Uppercase Living:  
Andrea McCarty  
360.834.5294 www.haveaword-
withme.blogspot.com
Jewelry:  
Twirl Studio www.twirlstudio.com  
Far Fetched www.Farfetched.com

Krista Colvin is the owner and 
founder of Organize in Style.  
She is an energetic speaker and 
professional organizing consul-
tant.  Krista appears monthly 
on AM Northwest and writes 
an inspirational blog at www.
organizeinstyle.typepad.com 
She can be reached by phone at 
360.921.2843  or by email at 
Krista@organizeinstyle.com. 
Website:  
www.organizeinstyle.com      
❖

Are you living the life you had 
imagined?  It’s that time of 
year where we pause and 

evaluate where we want to go 
– are you there yet?  Typically one 
makes a list of to-do’s which are 
really “do not do’s” in disguise!  
For example: "Lose weight," or 
"Eat healthy" is really "Do not 
eat chocolate." "Get organized" 
doubles as "Do not leave every-
thing out on the kitchen island!"  I 
challenge you to ditch the resolu-
tions and create a theme for 2008. 
A theme is much more memorable 
than a list of resolutions.

Themes 
“Live the Life you Imagined” 

was my most recent annual theme.  
My theme encompassed my goals, 
dreams, and visions rather than 
the guilt ridden should-do list that 
messes with your psyche!  My 
theme guided me, reminded me, 
and allowed me to grow into the 
women I longed to be.

Are you living the life you 
imagined?  Are you overwhelmed 
by your to-do list, don’t have 
enough time to get things done, 
or just don’t know where to begin 

to get your space in order? If you 
aren’t fully living your life, what 
theme could you find to inspire 
you and guide you?  Then make 
it happen.  Here are some simple 
ways to get there.

The Big Picture
Take a look at the big picture 

then break it down into man-
ageable tasks.  I prefer to first 
conquer the items and areas that 
rank the lowest on the emotional 
attachment scale while making a 
fabulous little impact on my daily 
life.   For me that space is the 
bathroom.  It’s simple to toss out 
old make up and hair products 
that I never liked, or trash the 
deodorant that never worked.  
Try using the top drawer for your 
morning routine and the second 
drawer for your nightly routine.  
Keep all your hair products in one 
place along with your dryer and 
brush.  Streamlining your routine 
will shave off minutes in the morn-
ing, allowing you plenty of time for 
your morning coffee ritual.  
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Live the Life You Imagine ...

Theme Your
  New Year

NEW YEAR'S THEME , page 7

New Year's Theme Cont. from page 7 Quick and Easy 
Jobs That Can 
Make a Big  
Difference

Replacing a shower curtain with glass doors is 
one easy and inexpensive way to upgrade your 
bathroom.

Try wearing your theme for 2008 around your wrist or finger.

These simple, easy to apply vinyl 
letters can be customized with your 
theme and placed on a wall, mirror, 
or plaque as a daily reminder.

Make it happen! Enter your action items into your planner.  Check out 
these planners from whoMi and momAgenda. Function can be fabulous!
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